Abstract: E-mail is the most common mode of communication today. E-mail not only used for sending messages/text only but also to send audio, video and other files as attachment. It is main resource for business communication. As it is most popular and common mode of communication on internet, it also attracts criminals or persons having mischievous intent. Cyber criminals misuse it for sending spam, threats, Phishing-emails, propagating malicious software like virus and worms, distributing illegitimate material like child pornography, hoaxes and also used for other criminal activities. So it is necessary to secure our e-mail system and also to identify criminal, collect evidence against them and punish them under court of law. This paper review working and architecture of current email system and the security protocols followed generally to secure our email communications and the limitations they contained, further email forensics which is a process to analyze e-mail contents, header information, transit path for email, sender or receiver information and other details to collect evidence against culprit or to make our system more secure is discussed. It also discusses common email forensic investigation technique and tools used in email forensic process.
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Introduction: E-mail is popular internet application. Millions of user daily uses e-mail for personal, business or for official purpose. As e-mail system influence our life so much today in a positive way, on the other way cyber criminals are also using e-mail as tool to fulfill their malafide intentions. So it is better to understand our email system and how it works and how it could be utilized to its maximum potential. It is also good to know what security protocols are commonly used to secure our communications while using email and up to what extent they are safe. Further what type of threats are facing from the cyber criminals while using e-mail as our mode of communication and how to protect ourselves or what e-mail forensic investigation tools and techniques are used by cyber forensic personnel to put these cyber criminals behind bars and prove their crime in court of law. This paper is an attempt to answer all these questions. This paper is broadly divided in to three parts, First part discussed current E-mail System Architecture, and how E-mail System works. It also discussed role of protocols like SMTP, POP3, IMAP and HTTP, in e-mail communication. In Second part the threats are discussed, facing during e-mail communication like eavesdropping, identity theft, Message modification, phishing attacks, E-mail Spamming, Repudiation, E-mail Spoofing, E-mail bombing etc.; Security protocols are also discussed which are currently in use like SSL/TLS, PGP and S/MIME, their limitations and role. In Third part of paper E-mail Forensics, E-mail Forensic Investigation techniques are discussed using by forensic personal like Header Analysis, Server Investigation etc. popular tools used by forensic personnel like Aid4Mail, Paraben EMX etc. discussed which help in these investigation and the features provide by them to collect evidences against the culprit.

Part I: Email Architecture and Working [1]

E-mail is the main mode of communication and very popular internet application in today’s world. Its architecture consists of various components. The working and architecture of Email- Service is discussed. So that more easily define E-mail Forensics tools and techniques.

In the beginning, the messages sent through email are short and generally consisted of text only. Today Email is much more complex and can send messages which include text, audio and video also.

First, have a look at the general architecture of the email system in today’s Scenario, after that the paper discusses the protocols which are used to implement the components of email system.

In the first case, email sender (Dilpreet) and receiver (Bajwa) are directly connected to the same/shared system. On this system there is one mailbox corresponding to each user, only the legitimate owner of the mailbox can access the mailbox after verifying his credentials.

User Agent (UA) program runs by Sender (Dilpreet) to compose the message and also store it in mailbox of receiver (Bajwa). The message contains the e-mail address of recipient and sender. Receiver (Bajwa) can
access his mailbox and read the contents of message using a User Agent (UA). Figure 1.1 above shows this case.

In the second case, receiver and sender are working on two different systems. The message is transferred through internet as depicted in Figure 1.2 below:

Here as shown in above figure:1.2 we required one User Agent (UA) and one Message Transfer Agent (MTA) for both sender and receiver separately. Sender (Dilpreet) needs a UA program to prepare and send his message/mail to mail server available at his site. Similarly receiver (Bajwa) also needs a UA to access the messages/mails exist in the mailbox of the mail server available at his site. In addition to user agents, one MTA client required at sender’s mail server and one MTA server required at receiver’s end. The MTA server runs all time as it does not know when client will want to make a connection. On the other hand MTA client does not required to run all time because it is alerted by the system whenever any message is required to send.

In the third case, receiver (Bajwa) as mentioned in second case is connected directly to his mail server. Whereas sender (Dilpreet) is not connected directly to mail server. Dilpreet is either connected to the mail server/system via WAN or he is connected through a LAN. Figure 1.3 shown below clarifies the situation.

In this scenario sender (Dilpreet) still require a UA to prepare his message. He then sends the message to mail server through LAN or WAN and this can be accomplished by using a pair of Message Transfer Agents (MTAs: MTA client/server). This all work like this, when sender (Dilpreet) wants to send some message, he calls the UA which further calls the MTA client. This MTA client makes a connection with MTA server which is running continuously on mail server at sender’s site. The mail server system at sender’s site queues all received message from Dilpreet and use its MTA client for transferring messages/mail to mail server system at receiver’s (Bajwa) site. Mail server at Bajwa’s site can receives the messages and stores it in Bajwa’s mailbox. Bajwa uses his user agent to access and read messages from his mailbox.

In the fourth case which is most commonly used today. The receiver (Bajwa) is also not connected to his mail server directly but through some LAN or WAN. When message is reached at Bajwa’s mail server, Bajwa wants to access it but as now Bajwa is not directly connected to the mail server at his site. So he needs one more pair of client/server agents called as Message Access Agents.
(MAAs) for accessing messages from the mail server. Figure 1.4 given below clarifies the situation.

Bajwa here needs another pair of MAA client/MAA server programs other than MTA Client/MTA Server to retrieve the messages because MTA Client/Server is called as a push program which pushes the message from client side to server side whereas Bajwa required a pull program i.e client require to pull messages from server side. Figure 1.5 given below shows difference between both pull and push programs.

Now take a look in more detail towards main components of E-mail System.

User Agent: It provides services like composing, reading, replying to messages, message forwarding and arranging/tackling mailboxes to make the process easy of sending and receiving messages for user. User agents are of two types: Command Driven and GUI Based. Generally we used GUI Based user agents because they are easy to use and it is easy to access services. Example of GUI based user agent is Netscape and Outlook.

User Agent works as follows:

Sending Mail: When user wants to send a mail, he creates mail through UA that is somewhat same concept as postal mail and has Envelope and Message. Generally envelope contains the address of sender and receiver and the message constitutes header and body. Here header defines sender, receiver, message subject and other related details like type of encoding used. The body includes the actual information sender wants to send and intended for recipient.

Addresses: To deliver a mail from sender to receiver, the mail handling system must use an addressing scheme to uniquely identify a user. In this addressing scheme, the address is divided in to two parts: a local part and a domain name. Both these parts are divided by @ sign for example: dilpreetbajwa10@gmail.com. Here dilpreetbajwa10 represents the local part and gmail.com specifies the domain name. The local part represents the user mailbox where emails received for user is stored and later on can retrieve by the user through message access agent. The Second part i.e the domain name represents the mail server or host. An organization generally has one or more mail servers for sending and receiving emails. The domain name uses for each mail server is either a logical name representing organization or comes from the DNS database.

Receiving Mail: At the receiving end, the UA is triggered by either the user or timer. The UA informs the user regarding availability of email. UA displays summary of messages in the mail box to the user. The user can select message he wants to read and the contents can display on screen.

MIME [1]: Electronic mail can use only NVT-7 bit ASCII format for sending messages. It is consider as a disadvantage because it cannot be used for those languages which don’t support 7 bit ASCII format like German, Russian, Chinese etc. Secondly, it cannot be used for sending audio, video and binary files. To overcome this limitation Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) is used, which is also a protocol and it converts non-ASCII data to ASCII data and vice versa. MIME uses five fields/headers containing information like MIME-Version, Content-Transfer Encoding, Content-Description, Content-Type, and Content-Id. These headers can combine with the original header section and helps in conversion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Header</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIME-Version</td>
<td>Display MIME Used version</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Content-Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>Unformatted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>HTML format</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Multipart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Body contains ordered parts of different data types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Same as above but not ordered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Digest**

- Similar to mix subtypes, but the default is message/RFC822

**Alternative**

- Parts are different versions of the same message

**Message**

- RFC822: Body is an encapsulated message
- Partial: Body is a fragment of a bigger message
- External-Body: Body is a reference to another message

**Image**

- JPEG: Image is in JPEG format
- GIF: Image is in GIF Format

**Video**

- MPEG: Video is in MPEG format

**Audio**

- Basic: Single channel encoding of voice at 8kHz

**Application**

- Post Stream: Adobe PostScript
- Octet-Stream: Binary Data

**Content-Transfer-Encoding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 - bit</td>
<td>NVT-ASCII Characters and short lines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 - bit</td>
<td>Non-ASCII Characters and short lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Non-ASCII Characters and unlimited short lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base-64</td>
<td>6 bit blocks of data encoded in to ASCII Characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quoted-Printable</td>
<td>Non-ASCII characters encoded as an equals sign followed by their ASCII code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Content-Id**

- It uniquely identifies a message. Like: Content-Id: id=<content id>

**Content-Description**

- It defines whether body is image, audio or video. Like: Content-Description: <description>

**Message Transfer Agent (MTA): SMTP**

- Actual transfer of mail is accomplished through MTAs. For sending an email, a system must have MTA client and for receiving email it must have MTA server. The protocol used to handle the working and proceedings of MTA client/server is Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). SMTP is used at two stages, one between sender and his/her mail server and another between sender’s and receiver’s mail server. Between receiver’s mail server and receiver either POP3 or IMAP4 protocol can be used because SMTP is a push protocol and at receiver’s end, a pull protocol is required. SMTP simply uses command and responses for transferring of messages between MTA client and MTA server.

![Diagram showing SMTP, POP3, and IMAP4 protocols](image-url)
MTA client send commands to server while MTA server sends responses to client. The message transferring procedure is divided into three phases: connection establishment, message/mail transfer, connection termination.

Message Access Agent (MAA): POP3 and IMAP: As discussed earlier, the first stage (between sender and his mail server) and second stage (between mail server of sender and receiver) use SMTP. SMTP is not used in third stage (between receiver’s mail server and receiver) because SMTP is a push protocol. Whereas the third stage required pull protocol i.e the client have to pull messages from server. So for this third stage Message Access Agents is used which implements generally one of two protocols POP3 or IMAP. Both are pull protocols.

POP3: POP3 stands for Post Office Protocol 3; it is quite simple with limited in functionality. POP3 client installation takes place at receiver’s computer and POP3 server software installation must be done at mail server to which receiver is connected. When user wants to download mail from his mailbox residing on mail server then the MAA client establish a connection with MAA server of mail server on TCP port 110, verified its identity by passing username and password. After verification he can access his mailbox and retrieve his mails messages.

IMAP4: Internet Mail Access Protocol, Version 4 (IMAP4) is also a mail access protocol which is somewhat same as POP3 but with more features. POP3 has several limitations like it cannot allow user to arrange emails on server, user also does not categorize email in different folders on server, further it does not allow user to partially check email from server before downloading. IMAP4 overcomes all these limitations of POP3 and also add more functions like user can also create mailboxes hierarchy in a folder for email storage, a user can search mail by entering a particular string of interest before downloading from server.

In today’s world email is so common that some websites like Yahoo etc. provide the service to anyone who accesses the site. The procedure is same but now the mail transfer from sender (Dilpreet) to his mail server is takes place by using HTTP protocol. The message transfer from sender’s mail server to receiver’s mail server is still accomplished by using SMTP. At last, the transfer from receiver’s mail server to receiver’s (Bajwa) browser is accomplished again through HTTP.

HTTP: Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is mainly used for accessing HTML documents on World Wide Web (WWW). It is somewhat mix of FTP and SMTP. It is like FTP because it is used also to transfer files and used services of TCP but it uses only one connection in contrast to FTP which uses two connections, one for control and one for data transmission. HTTP is similar to SMTP because the message format in both is almost same; further the format of headers is controlled by MIME like headers. Headers in HTTP are not intended for user as in SMTP, They are used by HTTP Server/Client for reading or interpretation. HTTP uses the TCP services at port 80. The request message from client to server contains the commands and requested contents from server to client are embedded in response message.

Part II: Security Issues and vulnerability in Email System:

E-mail is one of the main modes of communication today but in the following section it can be seen how insecure it is. The importance of email is for corporate and private communication can be estimated by the summary presented by Radicati Group’s report titled “E-Mail Market, 2012-2016” that the world wide each day total emails sent in 2012 was 144.8 billion, which is increased steadily with each passing year and in 2016 approximately 192.2 billion emails will sent each day. The report also states that corporate webmail clients grow from 629 million in 2012 to over one billion by the end of 2016 [23][24].

Threats in Email Communication:

Eavesdropping [25]: E-mail messages pass through networks which are part of big picture i.e Internet with a lot of people on it. So it is very easy for someone to track or capture your message and read it.

Identity Theft: Means someone pretend to be you on the network. It may be possible if not proper security protocols are followed that someone may steal or capture...
your username/password and used to read your email messages. Further also send email messages from your account without your knowledge.

**Message Modification:** Anyone who captures your message can also alter your message contents if it is not encrypted. Further anyone having administrative rights on any of SMTP server your message visit can not only read your message but can also modifies it.

**False Messages:** Sender’s name can easily be fabricated so it is very easy to send message that pretends to be send by someone else.

**Unprotected Backups:** Messages generally stored in plain Text on SMTP server and also backups can be created. Even if you delete the message they can be residing on the servers/backup-servers for years. So anyone who accesses these servers can also access or read your message.

**Repudiation:** As it is known that email messages can easily be forged so anyone sending you some message can later on deny regarding sending of message and it is very difficult to prove it. This has implications corresponding to emails use as contracts in business communications.

**Email spoofing** [18][19]: Sometime email that pretends to be received from an authentic source but in actual it is send from somewhere else.

**Email Spamming** [20]: Spam or junk mail refers to sending of email to no. of persons for any advertisement purpose or for some malicious intent. To send spam often lists are created by searching data from Internet, or by stealing mailing list from the internet.

**Email bombing** [25]: E-mail “bombing” is refers to sending identical mail repeatedly by abusers to a particular address/user.

**Sending threats:** Threatening mails are sending to users which disturb their state of mind or to provoke them to take some wrong step. Sometimes false statements are also forwarded to third parties or users to injure the reputation of some particular person. It is called as Defamation, a communication is not consider defamatory unless it is forwarded to someone other than the target.

**Email frauds:** Email Fraud is the intentional deception made for some personal or monetary gain.

**Emails used as tools to spread malicious software:** Emails are also used as tools to spread viruses, worms and other malicious software. They are attached to your emails as attachment, when you click on them they attack your computer or browser.

**Phishing** [21][22]: It is also most common attack through email. It is originally defined as an attack to steal your confidential information like passwords, ATM pin and other bank credentials. It works as some email coming to you that pretends to be from some trusted source you know like your bank. These emails entice you to click on some link present in email or to open some attachment or respond to some message and that click directed to you their site in actual but it appears like your trusted website of bank and ask to fill some confidential information like passwords which is actually stolen from you and use for any malicious intent later on.

**Limitations exist in currently used protocols:**

Any Network service like email system must provide following five services for security reasons:

**Message Confidentiality:** It promotes privacy that is the message transfer between sender and receiver is secure and no one can read or track the message while transferring.

**Message Integrity:** It says that the same message/data should arrive at receiver end as it can be send by sender. No alteration intentionally or accidentally takes place during transfer.

**Message Authentication:** It ensures that message can be received from the sender only or from the trusted source. In this receiver must be sure about the identity of sender.

**Message Non-repudiation:** It ensures that anytime sender should not be able to deny sending of message which originally sends by him/her.

**Entity Authentication:** It ensures identification of user; the user must be verified before accessing the resources and services. This is done by asking login-id and password.

**SMTP:** SMTP does not encrypt messages. So the communication between SMTP servers is in plain text so eavesdropping takes place. If you are login to SMTP server using your username and password that is also pass in plain text so again anyone stole your information during transfer. Messages sent through SMTP also contains information about sending computer and software used which when capture can be used for malicious intent. So SMTP lacks privacy concern. SMTP does not have any mechanism to authenticate source [3]. It also does not have functionality to check message integrity and so it is easy send phishing attacks. SMTP does not have any mechanism to control repudiation that would make sender to deny sending of emails. The
messages stored on SMTP servers as plain text and also their backups are also taken. Even if you delete the message they can be residing on the servers/backup-servers for years. So anyone who accesses these servers can also access or read your message easily.

POP and IMAP: POP and IMAP are pull protocols, Request is send to mail server to access the mailbox and for that login using username and password is required. These details are not encrypted before sending unless SSL is used. So our confidential information at stake.

To overcome all these limitations, the SMTP servers incorporate many security functions by using one or more add on email security protocols. These protocols provide several security features like symmetric or asymmetric encryption, digital signatures and IP address verification. These add-on protocols like PGP, S/MIME etc. provide security to a very good extent but still our systems are not fully secure and there may be chances of breaching the security. There are many add-on protocols but the following section discusses which are most commonly used. It discusses what benefits these add-on protocols provide and what their limitations are.

SSL/TLS [1] are almost same having slight differences; actually TSL is the latest version of SSL technology. They are meant to provide compression and security to the data generated by application layer. SSL/TLS are the protocols applied at transport layer for security. Generally SSL can work on data from any protocol of application layer, but most commonly the protocol used is HTTP. Data generated by application layer is digitally signed, compressed and also encrypted and after that data is transfer to transport layer reliable protocol like TCP. TLS/SSL plays a crucial role in the security and privacy needed for web commerce applications. For e.g. before your computer uploads your credit card information to some commerce website, your computer must make certain that the remote host is authentic. That’s where a protocol like SSL/TLS comes in. This protocol is also widely used to protect email servers (running under SMTP, POP, and IMAP protocols).

PGP stands for Pretty Good Privacy and it provides security at application layer. It is designed to provide confidentiality and authentication to emails. The main features of PGP are that it is freely available and not controlled by any organization. It can run on different platforms. Sending of email is one-time activity so sender and receiver can send emails to each other independently and at different times. Session concept and handshaking concept is not there so PGP pass security parameters with message. Phases follow in PGP in this order Digital Signature, Compression, Encryption, Digital Enveloping and Base-64 encoding. PGP also has limitations: PGP mainly deals with private key, if it is lost all the data can lost. The main threat is imitation and tampering of public key.

S/MIME full form is Secure/Multipurpose internet mail extension. It also provides security at application layer level. It is most widely used security protocol. S/MIME is asymmetric cryptographic technique which is used to authenticate sender and provide strong signature semantics. [2][3] It also provides non-repudiation, message integrity and message security using encryption. S/MIME also has some limitations; a recipient can forward the email message with digital signature of sender without taking consent from sender, so it’s a threat for privacy of sender. It is also unable to achieve non-repudication through keys in situations like when keys are lost. Digital signatures work well for message integrity and sender’s authentication but not full proof for spammers and phishers who can able to modify e-mail addresses to make believe recipients about source. S/MIME in addition to basic security services also provide different optional services which may differ according to each implementation of S/MIME, therefore it may not be consider interoperable and provide complete assurance to users. S/MIME and PGP does not generally sign the message headers which makes messages modifiable during transmission.

So from above discussion, it is clear that various threats and vulnerabilities are existing in E-mail System. Several security protocols are also there to protect user rights, their privacy and their information. Most are widely used and also are successful to a good extent but still no system is full proof. There are always chances exist to breach the security either due to user error, due to limitation in security protocol or due to lack of implementation of protocols or due to lack of compatibility of new protocols/software with old ones. Reason may be anyone but chances are always there for some breach, so there comes the Email Forensics to collect evidence against culprit in a manner so that it may be proved in court of law. E-mail Forensics more specifically is a branch of Network Forensics, which in turn part of broader scenario Digital Forensics. So our next section discuss about E-mail forensics, what approach it used, techniques and tools used to find the culprit or source of crime in case of e-mail system related crime or security breach.

Part III: E-mail Forensics and Investigation Techniques

Header Investigation [5][6][26]: It is the most common and popular technique to analyze the useful hidden personal information in E-mail. E-mail Header is important for investigation and collection of evidence.
Meta data present is present in the email Header as control information. They contain information about sender/receiver and the path followed by message to reach destination. So this is very crucial information from evidence point of view. Sometime this Meta data/control information is altered or spoofed. So in header analysis, authentication of the information present in the header is also checked. E-mail Header is like shown in figure 1.7.

So there are many fields and provide lots of information regarding email, sender’s IP address, return path, message-id, signatures field, server transit or path follows for transmission MIME and other security protocol information. The Received field in shows date and time when email is arrived at server. The From and To tells about sender and receiver. MIME version shows 1.0. So lots of useful information is there for analysis. Email Header analysis is used to collect crucial evidence to prove crime in court of law.

Some author proposed new techniques for header analysis as [5] proposed augmentations to the current trace header for implementation of digital forensic readiness. Inclusion of digital forensics readiness, also provide a level of integrity to the SMTP trace header which can be used for tracing spam’s origin. Similarly digital forensic readiness is also included in envelope.

In order to determine the authenticity of email evidence, [6] says that methods to forge email are many, so it is mandatory to summarize the most common forms of forgery and analyze its implementation for identification.

Server Investigation: As it is mentioned earlier that server stores copy of our emails even if they are deleted from our mailbox. So investigation of mail servers on request can be done or through proper legal procedure can take back-up of emails and analyze the contents or other information related to email. Further logs are maintained by servers and they can be helpful for tracing the computer/server from where transaction takes place. When we are creating an email account than we are passing some information directly like name, phone number etc which are helpful in finding the person corresponding to some email address. If the information provided is fake then still server can store information like your location/area etc. that can be helpful in investigation.

Network and Network Device investigation: Some time it is not possible to take backup and log information from servers due to their non-availability, legal and other reasons in that case logs can be analyzed maintained by network devices like routers, switches and firewalls etc to find the source or authentic information. This type of analyses is complex.

Analysis of network traffic and packets for forensic purpose can also take place. [7] Proposed email forensics based network that analyzes different type of email data provided by network packets such as receiver, sender details and other information. In case of any doubt corresponding to emails coming from particular sender than forensic system can be implemented at place where it is must for illegal email packet to pass through it and all information which included specified sender can be collected.

[8] Study for organized crime investigation for email forensics. E-mail forensics is based on social network analysis and the main idea is to find relationship between communications corresponding to criminal organization.
Investigation of Software Embedded details: Software used to compose emails or to process emails at server side are also embedded some information like software version and software used or other details which are quite useful for forensic purpose. As forensic examiner can formulate theory or select tools acc. to particular software used and their version. Software used for composing email can include custom headers in the form of MIME, investigating these details may disclose some important information about sender’s identity and his/her preferences [4]. Software information which is used to handle email can be collected from the received Header Field and information regarding software used at client side can be confirmed by using different set of headers like X-Mailer or equivalent [4].

Investigation and Discovery of Hidden Emails: A mail consider as hidden e-mail when it is an original email that has been quoted in at least one email in a folder, but cannot shows itself in the same folder; reason being it is deleted intentionally or unintentionally [9]. The reconstruction and searching for hidden emails is important for many purposes particularly for forensics.

Investigation of Anti Forensic Activity: Some time culprits also use anti forensic techniques which are used to counter cyber forensic investigation. Once a investigation technique is developed for cyber or email forensics, to counter it new defensive technique is developed. Hence in addition to forensics techniques, during investigation it is also necessary to take care of these anti-forensic activities [27].

Email Forensics Tools:

There are several E-mail forensics tools available for assisting in email forensics. Some work specifically for email forensics, some are part of broader general purpose framework of digital forensics; some are paid, free or open source.

Firstly E-mail Forensic Tools are discussed and their comparative study is also available by [10]. Later on other popular forensic tools are discussed. The order of tools is random and not prioritizes acc. to order.

MailXaminer[11]: MailXaminer is investigation tool for email forensics created by SysTools. The tool is used to examine email data files of MAPI / Non-MAPI desktop mail applications & Cloud mail services. It also analyzes emails for digital evidences, contacts, attachments, calendar entries, etc. which can be stored in the repository of different email services. It provides Advanced Keyword Search for better evidence collection even within the emails, Analyze & also recover deleted emails and also presented in form that can easily admissible in court, It also download mailboxes from Live Exchange server, Office365 and Google Apps admin without using IMAP, Provide Link analysis to establish link between different users, Provides filtering and analysis technique to easily distinguish the emails having objectionable or pornographic material/images, It can also export reports in HTML, PDF & CSV formats and also export carved evidences in to multiple formats, Creation, Case repository can also maintained and analyze them individually, also provide team collaboration feature so that multiple teams can work on same case at same time.

Aid4Mail [12]: Aid4Mail is an email forensics software solution. Aid4Mail supports approx 40 email formats and mail client programs, as well as remote accounts and webmail services through IMAP. It also processes easily local mail folders and files even after they get disconnected from their email client. Aid4Mail can also read the mbox files without prior conversion from Linux and Mac Systems. Aid4Mail easily tackle very heavy attachments and files, and huge mailbox files. It also extracts mails from corrupt mailboxes and also helps in fixing corrupt emails. It can also recover deleted emails from different type of mail boxes. It also exports reports and messages/data in several popular formats. It can convert messages to PDF or HTML. It also provides command line option.

Digital Forensic Framework (DFF) [13]: It is available free because it is a Open Source digital forensics software. It is built with the help of dedicated Application Programming Interface (API). It is used by many people including professional and non-experts. It facilitates easy, quick collection, preservation and analysis of digital evidences without compromise data and system. It provides access of remote and local devices, preservation of digital chain of custody, support several file formats like Raw, EWF, AFF 3 etc., also reconstruct virtual machine, works for both windows and linux operating system and file system, also recover deleted files, DFF can used for analysis of volatile memory, easy and efficient search criteria for regular and meta data. It can also export in to various file formats such as HTML, PST, PDF, MSG, EML and TIFF.

eMailTrackerPro [14]: EmailTrackerPro has ability to trace an email using the email header, an email headerworks as an footprint for finding from where actually email has travelled. Sometime criminals can also modified header, in that case eMailTrackerpro recognize the inconsistencies and mark them as spam. It can also comes with a spam filter, which warns the use for each suspected email after scanning the email. Another important feature provided by eMailTrackerPro is Abuse Reporting. It automatically generates a email and report
abuse regarding spam emails and send to the email service provider.

**Paraben EMX [15]:** It is used to examine forensically various email formats which includes Windows mail, Outlook (PST and OST), Outlook Express, Thunderbird and more. It provides functionality to analyze attachments, message headers and bodies. It recovered emails even from deleted items and also export them to other formats. EMX supports reporting and exporting it in several formats. It is easy to use and analyze email thoroughly including header, provide comprehensive attachment analysis and sorting. It also supports all main types of email which can be stored on local computers for reporting, exporting/conversion and for analysis. Supports Microsoft Outlook Offline Storage (OST), America Online (AOL), Microsoft Outlook (PST), The Bat! (version 3.x and higher), outlook Express, Thunderbird, Email file - RFC 833 Compliant(EML), Eudora, Windows mail databases, Plain Text mail, Maildir. Also Supports more than 750 MIME Types.

[10] also done comparative study on above email forensic tools which is based on nine different criteria and confirm that Aid4Mail can analyze emails stored at local computers as well as remote email servers. Aid4Mail has the highest capability to search and gather information. Among all the tools above Paraben EMX is the only one which also shows analysis details of attachments of emails other than header and body. The recovering capability of Paraben EMX and Add4Mail is consider somewhat better than other tools as they can also recover emails/files even from deleted folders. While considering email format support, paraben support more email formats and almost 750 MIME types. DFF support many output file formats. GUI support of MailXaminer is better. Almost all tools supports Windows platform and very few support Linux. DFF and Aid4Mail also supports extended device analysis such as pendrive.

Now let us have a look at other popularly used E-mail Forensic Tools:

**MX Toolbox:** This software contain many tools like MX lookup, Blacklist, Diagnostics, Domain Health, Header Analyzer, DNS lookup and many more, each have some specific purpose. The MX lookup is done directly against the domain's authoritative name server. You can use Diagnostics , which will connect to the mail server, verify reverse DNS records, perform a simple Open Relay check and calculate response time performance. It can also check each IP Address against 105 DNS based blacklists. The DKIM Record tool will test a domain name and selector for a valid published DKIM key record. Port Scan will tell you what ports are open and standard services are running on your server, we can type in an IP address or hostname. MailFlow is used to check your email system performance and even small delays that will be harmful for your business. E-mail deliverability tool requires you to send a test message to MxToolbox, it analyze the headers, the blacklist reputation of your outbound IP address, and your SPF records to generate a detailed deliverability report.

**EmailTracer [16]:** It is a product of Resource center for Cyber Forensics (RCCF) established by govt. of India. It tracks identity of email sender and can able to track any email you receive. It also analyze email header and also provides sender’s IP Address and other details like his/her geographical area location. It also has facilities for doing NS LookUp, WholIs Search and IPTraceBack. It can also be used for recover/access details from mailbox files with extensions .pst (Microsoft Outlook), .cnn(Pegasus), .dbx (Outlook Express), MailDir (Kmail), .mbox (Mozilla), .nsm (Netscape Messenger), .tbb (The Bat), .mbx (Eudora) and .imm(IncredMail).

**Conclusion:** E-mail system is widely used and complex distributed internet application having several hardware or software components including services, protocols, server, and agents. Several threats are faced by user due to vulnerabilities present in the system. So there is need to make it more secure by overcoming the current security flaws. Further there is also need to adopt proactive forensics and to make our system to adopt forensic readiness.
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